
The Art of Ad van Bokhoven
by Jeremy Sutton
DUTCH ARTIST MAKES GUEST APPEARANCE AT 
AMSTERDAM PAINTER CREATIVITY WORKSHOP

 
Fig. 1 - Ad talks about his art at the Amsterdam Painter Workshop 2010.

Fig. 2 - Ad’s Bar Scene featured on the Corel Painter 12 Welcome Screen
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Fig. 3 - Ad’s Madrid 4 featured on the Corel Painter 11 packaging.

Ad van Bokhoven's work (see http://www.advanbokhoven.nl/) has always 
stood out for me. His paintings are loose, impressionistic and painterly. 
They have a wonderful sense of atmosphere and display a mastery of 
color. Most of all they are simply beautiful paintings which are not 
photographic or over-detailed. Ad succeeds in capturing the essence of 
his subject with surprisingly few marks.

It was for these reasons that I invited Ad to present his work and discuss his 
process as guest lecturer at my Amsterdam Painter Creativity Workshop. 
He shared a variety of work, most of which was created from photos using 
Corel Painter. The examples shown in this article are all digital paintings. 
Ad prints almost all his digital works onto fine art paper. He also shared 
some of his non-digital gouache sketches and paintings that he paints on 
location.

Meeting Ad for the first time in person I was struck by his refreshing down-
to-earthiness combined with his healthy dose of Dutch dry humor! He was 
humble, forthright and forthcoming, sharing one gem after another. These 
“Ad gems” echo much of my own philosophy and approach to painting. 
Ad has kindly given me permission to share his valuable words of wisdom 
here on PaintboxTV.
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Don’t do too much. No-one asks where is the nose!

Fig. 4 - Three women walking along the beach

This painting captures the scene without details in the faces and figures. 
You can see here how Ad has just painted enough but not too much. Ad 
explained that no one looks at this painting and asks where is the nose!
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Paint quickly. Make it look like it was painted on location.

Fig. 5 - Amsterdam Canal Scene 1
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Don't worry about putting in all the details.

Fig. 6 - Amsterdam Canal Scene 2

By painting quickly Ad gives his paintings a sense of having just been 
painted en plein air, i.e. on location from direct observation. In fact the 
examples shown here are all painted in his studio using Corel Painter, 
based loosely on photographs he takes. 
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Construct your compositions freely—don't be constrained by 
the width to height ratio of your captured source photo. Try 
using more than one photo to make interesting compositions.

Fig. 7 - Skating in the north of the Netherlands

This winter scene is based on two photographs paneled together to make 
a wide landscape composition. With use of quick brush strokes Ad imbues 
the painting with a sense of being sketched at the scene.

Simplify and exaggerate. 
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Fig. 8 - Park in Madrid

This painting of a park in Madrid illustrates the way Ad both simplifies and 
exaggerates as he paints. He has simplified all the figures, yet you can see 
they are people. He has enhanced the sense of depth and perspective 
by exaggerating the degree of fading and de-saturation of the trees 
buildings in the background. The further away they are the more faded 
and de-saturated they look. He has also unified the composition with the 
use of warm blues in the trees in the foreground which resonate with 
colors in the background.
More freedom when rough and simple.
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Fig. 9 - Cathedral in Spain

The benefit of keeping your painting rough and simple is that it frees you 
up to be more expressive and take more risks. Working digitally adds an 
extra level of freedom that Ad exhibits in this portrayal of the interior of a 
Spanish cathedral. Notice how he captures the light so beautifully.
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Don’t worry about style.

Fig. 10 - Blue Madonna
Ad advocates allowing yourself to try different things, to continually 
experiment—sometimes painting from photos, sometimes from life and 
sometimes from imagination—and to not become trapped in repeating 
the same subject with the same media and approach. This Blue Madonna 
painting is an example where Ad draws from his print-making experience. 
He includes overlay layers of photographs of the dirty back of his inked 
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etching plates and the rough edges of his prints. The result has the look 
and feel of an etching.

Continually try different things.

Fig. 11 - Girls on Cliff

In this painting Ad used a photograph of black ink on water color paper 
to create a paper texture in Painter and then applied it with a Square 
Chalk brush. Mixing actual textures like this adds a level of interest and 
authenticity to the water color style of this work.

Include drawing from life as a regular practice.
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Fig. 12 - My son on chair

This painting was created directly from direct observation, i.e. from life, in 
a single session (alla prima from the Italian “at once”). It is an excellent 
practice to include drawing and painting from life as a regular part of 
your creative activity. It trains your eyes and helps inform everything you 
then do based on photographic reference. 

I start from photo but end with imagination.
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Fig. 13 - Children on Beach

Key to all of Ad's photo-based work is that whilst he starts with the photo 
he ends up simplifying, adapting and interpreting his subject matter, using 
his imagination as much as his source image.  In this example he conjures 
up the atmosphere of the children sitting on the beach in the late 
afternoon sun… somewhat reminiscent of the Valencia beach scenes of 
the Spanish impressionist painter Joaquin Sorolla. 

A little added color makes the composition come alive!
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Fig. 14 - Ship

Notice the impact of the red dots in the ship. These dots of color, added 
from Ad's imagination, make this picture come alive.

Everyone said (about my painting of the boats on the lake 
near where I live) “oh, it's so beautiful!” but it's actually not 
really that beautiful.
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Fig. 15 - Boats on Lake

Ad creates beautiful scenes in his paintings that may be more beautiful or 
idealized than the reality. He allows himself the freedom and latitude to 
depart from reality for the sake of a more satisfying composition and more 
beautiful painting wherever and whenever he feels like it.  This brings us 
back to his motif “start from photo but end with imagination.”
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These “Ad gems” are worth their weight in gold! I recommend reminding 
yourself of them as you paint, especially when you paint from a 
photograph. What Ad captures in his work is the impression of a dynamic 
real life scene and subject that is constantly changing and is seen from 
multiple points of view. The challenge of a photograph is that it is a static 
image captured from a single point of view with a limited palette of color, 
a limited range of values, and, often, a flattening of perspective, a 
spherical distortion and an excess of detail. All the tips shared in this article 
can help you overcome these challenges to making beautiful, painterly 
art from your photos.

At the end of Ad’s visit to my workshop the artist became the subject as 
he sat for a live digital portrait by me.  
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Fig. 16 - Painting Ad at the Amsterdam Painter Workshop.

Here are some of the stages of my portrait of Ad.

Fig.s 17, 18 and 19 - Early stages of the portrait of Ad.
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Fig. 20 - Final stage of the portrait of Ad. 

Bedankt, Ad, for a great presentation and sharing your insights on 
PaintboxTV.
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